2240 MP300 PEELER

The latest, most advanced peeler available from Heinzen, the MP300 Peeler! Patent Pending, COMPARE today!

FEATURES

- Increases product yield by up to 20% compared to hand peeling
- 30"x48" footprint allows more than one machine per operator
- Peels up to 8 units per minute
- Meets demand for high-volume production
- Reduces labor cost
- Interchangeable peeling blades allow maximum cutting and slicing options for a variety of fruit and skin thickness
- Fully wash-down accessible
- 158° of access for ease of loading
- Foot controls for engagement of fruit

OPTIONS/SPECIFICATIONS

Factory Requirements:
- Electrical: 220V or 480V 3ph or single phase
- Compressed Air: 100PSI, 5CFM

Fruit Specifications:
- Product Height Range: 13.5" max, 5" min
- Product Diameter Range: 12" max, 4" min
- Product Pulp Turgidity: 6lbs. min

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

- Cantaloupe
- Honeydew
- Watermelon
- Pineapple
- Butternut Squash
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